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Abstract 
 
Facial makeup transfer interprets cosmetics style from a known reference 

cosmetics face picture toward a different non-cosmetics one and save the 

face character. Such an occasion level transform problem is more testing than 

ordinary area level exchange errors, particularly when combined information 

is inaccessible. Cosmetics style is likewise not quite the same as worldwide 

styles in that it consists of a few nearby styles/beautifying agents, including 

eye shadow, lip-stick, establishment, etc. Separating and exchanging such 

nearby and fragile cosmetics data is impossible for present style exchange 

strategies. This issue is addressed by joining both worldwide space level 

misfortune and nearby occurrence level misfortune in a double 

information/yield Generative Adversarial Network, named BeautyGAN. In 

particular, discriminators who identify generated images from the genuine  
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examples of the areas guarantee space-level exchanges. The case level loss in 

separate neighborhood facial districts is determined by a pixel-level 

histogram loss. Losses such as perceptual failure and loosing period 

continuity are shown to create awesome faces and pre-serve characteristics. 

The general target work empowers the system to learn interpretation on 

occurrence level by means of unsupervised adversarial learning. We likewise 

develop another cosmetics dataset that comprises of 3834 high-goals face 

pictures. Broad examinations demonstrate that BeautyGAN could create 

outwardly wonderful cosmetics faces and exact exchanging results. 

 
Keywords: Generative Adversial Networks, Makeup Transfer, Image 

Processing, BeautyGAN. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Cosmetics are an omnipresent method to enhance one's facial look [1] 

with uncommon makeup, for example, establishment for disguising facial 

blemishes, eye liner, and eye shadow alao lipstick. By a huge number of 

corrective items, fluctuating from brands, hues, approach to-utilize, this was 

hard to locate an appropriate cosmetics style without expert proposals. 

Virtual cosmetics application is an advantageous device, helping clients 

attempt the cosmetics style from photographs, for example, MEITU 

XIUXIU, TAAZ and DailyMakever. 

In any case, these apparatus requires client's manual connection and 

furnish with just a specific number of fixed cosmetics styles. In every day 

life, VIPs dependably wear excellent cosmetics styles, which give a few 

guides to allude to. Cosmetics exchange gives a productive method to enable 

clients to choose the most appropriate cosmetics style. As appeared in Figure 

1, cosmetics transmit (after effects of our strategy) could interpret the 

cosmetics style from a given reference face picture to a different non-

cosmetics face with no difference in face character.  

Present investigations on programmed cosmetics exchange can be 

grouped into two classifications: conventional picture handling approaches 

[1, 2,9] like picture angle altering and material science based control [2], and 

profound learning put together techniques which regularly work with respect 

to profound neural networks [3]. Picture handling approaches by and large 

deteriorate pictures into a few layers (e.g., face structure, shading, skin) with 

exchange every layer subsequent to twisting the reference face picture to the 

non-cosmetics one. Profound learning based scheme [3] receive several 

autonomous systems to manage every corrective exclusively. Practically all 

past techniques treat the cosmetics style as a basic blend of various parts, in  
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this manner the general yield picture looks unnatural with evident curios at 

joining places. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 BeautyGAN Model for the Transition of Makeup Example Results. 

 

Reference images (top row) and before-makeup images (left column). 

Latest development on picture to-picture interpretation, for example, style 

transfer [8, 9, 10], has demonstrated that a start to cosmetics transfer has two 

principle qualities that are not the same as past issues. 1) Makeup style shifts 

from up close and personal, and require transmit on case level. In actuality, 

finish structure follow up on the whole picture could produce superb 

outcomes. However, straightforwardly applying these procedures in our 

undertaking is as yet infeasible. Facial commonplace picture to-picture 

interpretation methods [4, 10] based upon generative ill-disposed systems 

(GAN) were generally for space level exchange. For example, CycleGAN [5] 

acknowledges picture to-picture interpretation between two accumulations 

(e.g., steeds and zebras), and accentuates among space contrasts while 

precludes intradomain contrasts. Along these lines, utilizing CycleGAN in 

our concern will in general create a normal space level style that is invariant 

given diverse reference faces (see Figure 4). 2) Makeup models have been 

rendered in a regional format and have autonomous designs in the vicinity. 

Art primarily refers to the global way of painting as brush stroke and shading 

dispersion in the traditional art exchange [6] works. Conversely, cosmetics 

style is progressively fragile and expound, which comprises of a few 

neighborhood beautifying agents including eye shadows, lipsticks, 

establishment, etc. Every restorative speaks to a totally extraordinary style. In 

this way, it is hard to separate cosmetics style all in all while saving specific 

qualities of different beautifying agents.  
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Another critical problem was absence of preparing information. On one 

hand, discharged cosmetics dataset is too little to even think about training an 

adequate vast system, and the facial cosmetics pictures are for the most part  

of low goals/quality. Then again, it is hard to get a couple of very much 

adjusted face pictures with various cosmetics styles. In this manner managed 

learning with matched information is likewise improbable.  

We propose a new BeautyGAN double-info / render-generative 

antagonistic method to identify cosmetic styles shift in a bounded 

framework. It acknowledges the cosmetics and non-cosmetics faces as 

sources of info and straightforwardly yields the exchanged outcomes. There 

is no further pre-/post-treatment. The machine transmits non-cosmetics, like 

CycleGAN [5], first to the cosmetics sector with two or three discriminators 

that identify generated images from genuine examples in the field. Based on 

transmission of region levels, a pixel-level histogram is transmitted in 

different facial areas. We conduct transmission of case rates. We also 

consolidate [7] perceptual loss and a period constancy loss in the general 

objective function in order to save face-character and wipe out antiquities. 

On account of the double data/yield plan, the cycle consistency among data 

sources and yields could be accomplished with just a single generator, which 

acknowledges cosmetics and hostile to cosmetics all the while in a solitary 

forward pass. Besides, no matched information is required amid the entire 

preparing technique. As appeared in Figure 1, the produced pictures are 

regular looking and outwardly lovely without perceptible relics.  

Totally, the principle commitments are two-folds:  

(1) We accomplish programmed cosmetics [8] transmission with a 

double contribution/output generative antagonistic system. Examinations 

demonstrate the feasibility of the system and the outcomes are higher than 

class strategies.  

(2) We accomplish occasion level style exchange by effectively 

utilizing pixel-level histogram loss on neighborhood areas. Such occasion 

level transmit method may effectively summed up to other picture 

interpretation assignments, for example, style transmit for head-shot 

representations, picture trait transmit, etc.  

 

2 Related Works  
 

2.1 Makeup Studies 
 

As of late, cosmetics related examinations have excited significantly 

more consideration. [3] Proposed a facial cosmetics identifier and remover 

system dependent on region compelled word reference learning. [2] 

Acquainted an ill-disposed system with create non-cosmetics pictures for 

cosmetics invariant face confirmation. Cosmetic transmission is another 

attractive app for the exchange of cosmetics from the reference picture if the  
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personality of sources is still saved. [1] Deteriorated images in three layers 

and data layer by layer exchanged in cosmetics. This strategy may smooth 

facial subtleties of source pictures along these lines another picture decay 

technique was presented by [9]. All above cosmetics transmission structures 

depend on customary strategies, while [3] proposed a limited cosmetics move 

outline work in the method for profound learning. It separated facial 

cosmetics into a few sections and directed distinctive strategies on every 

facial part. Distorting and structure protection were utilized to incorporate 

after-cosmetics pictures.  

 Not at all like the previously mentioned works, could our system 

understand cosmetics transmission and cosmetics evacuation at the same 

time. In the interim, the bound together preparing procedure could think 

about connections among beautifying agents in various locales. Furthermore, 

the start to finish organize itself could become familiar with the adjustment 

of beauty care products encouraged in source pictures, in this way wipes out 

the need of post-preparing.  

 

2.2 Style Transfer 
 

The exchange of styles means joining substance and style from different 

images. A plan that produced a recreational image by restricting the 

misfortune in the material and re-development style was placed in place to 

achieve this objective [10]. An improved approach was seen in [9], where 

perceptive components were introduced to monitor more information such as 

coloring, scale and space. The above strategies could provide top-class 

results but need to be measured overwhelmingly. [11] A feed forward system 

for less calculated and rough quality style exchanges.  

 

2.3 Generative Adversarial Networks 
 

Generative Adversarial Networks [10] (GANs) is one generative, 

unequal and generator modell. Because of its ability to produce externally 

sensitive images GAN has been used extensively in PC vision businesses. [7] 

Introduced a generative ill-disposed system for picture super goals. [12] 

Utilized contingent GAN [5] to tackle specific eye in-painting issue. [7] 

Prepared antagonistic models on engineered pictures for improving the 

authenticity of them. [4] Even empowered to fuse client communications to 

exhibit constant picture altering, where GAN was used to test the complex 

picture. 
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2.4 GAN for Image-to-Image Translation 
 

Most existing image-to - image interpretation methods mean that a 

mapping takes place from one source area to another. Since late, GAN is 

being implemented in this field by encouraging works [2, 5]. [10] A 

proposed program pix2pix that could sythesize map images and replicate 

edge images artifacts. [10] For the question of the absence of combined 

images for preparation,[13] a model was proposed whose generators were 

restricted to the criteria for weight sharing, with a view to familiarizing 

themselves with joint diffusion. [3][14] The misfortune showed cycle 

consistency to regularize the main features among sources of information and 

deciphered images. In addition, StarGAN [4] tackled the mapping problem 

within a single generator across several areas. An encoder working with 

GAN for image quality exchange was exceptionally presented by [15].  

 

3  Methodology : Beautygan 

 

The aim of this article is to achieve facial maquillage transfer from a 

maquillage picture to a non-makeup image.  

 

 
Figure 2 Architecture of the proposed BeautyGAN. 

 

We present the loss of histograms at pixel levels followed by various 

embellishers to tackle the issue. In addition, perceptual impairment was used 

to preserve personality and structure. From that point, without a difference in 

face structure, we can exchange the exact cosmetics in the source picture. 

The technology proposed relies on generative opponents [16], so combining 

all maladies into one target is beneficial. 

Antagonistic loss help to generate outwardly charming pictures and 

refine the connection among various beauty care products.  
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3.1 Types of Losses 
 

The G generator has four types of losses: loss of opponents; loss of 

continuity in cycles; loss of perception; loss of makeup; 
L
G 

=
 α 

L
adv 

+
 β 

L
cyc 

+
 γ 

L
per 

+
 
L
makeup  (1) 

 

Where α , β, μ are weighting factors that govern each term 's respective 

relative im-portance. Adverse losses for G include two conditions: LDA and 

LDB as 

L
adv 

=
 
L
DA 

+
 
L
DB

. 
     

(2) 

 
3.2 Domain-Level Makeup Transfer 
 

We misuse area level cosmetics exchange as the establishment of 

occasion level cosmetics exchange. On account of the double 

information/yield engineering, the proposed system could all the while 

become familiar with the mapping between two areas inside only one 

generator. The output pictures are required to protect face characters and 

foundation data as info pictures. We push perceptional misfortune and 

process continuity misfortune separately to satisfy all requirements.  

Contrasting the legally calculated variations between the Euclidean 

separation at pixel level, perceptive misfortune detects discrepancies between 

irregular highlights removed by deep convolutionary systems. We use 16 

layer VGG systems that are prepared on ImageNet Dataset in this paper. 

 

3.3 Instance-level Makeup Transfer 
 

To additionally urge system to learn occasion level cosmetics exchange, 

this was basic to include limitations cosmetics style consistency. We see that 

facial cosmetics could be outwardly perceived as shading dispersions. 

Regardless of lipsticks, eye shadows or foundations, the cosmetics procedure 

could be for the most part comprehended as shading evolving. There are 

numerous techniques for shading exchange found in the review [17]. 

Histogram matching (HM), a straight-line technique, is used and provides 

additional pixel-level histogram misfortune, which restricts the yield image 

IsrB c and the reference image Ir e f in cosmetics form.  

Unless we get an simple loss of MSE in the histograms of 2 pixels, the 

inclination will be zero, due to the pointer function, Histogram loss, in this 

manner makes no commitment to improvement process. Along these lines, 

we receive histogram coordinating procedure that creates a ground truth 

remapping picture ahead of time. Assumption we need to measure histogram  
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misfortune on pixels that are between the specific picture x and the reference 

picture y. We will initially conduct histogram coordination on x and y, to 

obtain an overlay picture H M(x, y). When we obtain H M(x, y), the MSE 

misfortune between H M(x, y) and x is beneficial and the enhancement 

angles are then distributed out. Eye and lipstick make up transfer is shown in 

figure.4 

Face parsing. Face parsing. We divide the cosmetic style into three main 

segments of lipsticks, eye shadow, establishment rather than using histogram 

loss throughout the whole image. Edge techniques such as Face Slicing are 

cutting. We divide the cosmetic style into three main segments of lipsticks, 

eye shadow, establishment rather than using histogram loss throughout the 

whole image. Like cutting methods, these three parts are often known as 

cosmetic representations. And then on each side we use minimal histogram 

misfortune. There are two explanations. In the first place there are no 

cosmetics associated with pixels in foundation and hair. In the event that we 

don't separate them separated, they will bother the right shading 

appropriation. Second, face cosmetics have however passed a global trend 

and collected a few free models in different areas of beauty care. In this 

regard, the face parsing model in[3] is used for the acquisition of face path 

coverage as M = F P(x). A record veil M indicates several facial areas for 

each image x, including the lips, eyes, face skin (in comparison to 

establishment), hair, foundation, etc. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 MT Dataset Samples 
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Finally, for every M, we track diverse marks to create three relating 

double covers, speaking to for beauty care products spatiality: Ml ip, Meye, 

Mf pro. Note that Table 1 is not the eye shadows: Generator layer setup 

clarified on M, on the grounds that the beforecosmetics pictures have no eye 

shadows. Be that as it may, we expect the outcome; we ascertain two square 

shape territories encasing eye shadows and after that reject eyes locales, 

some hair and eyebrow areas in the middle. In this way we could make a 

particular parallel veil speaking to for eye-shadows Mshadow. Picture IsrB c 

to have comparable eye shadow shading and shape as reference picture Ir e f. 

As indicated by eyes veil Meye. 

Cosmetics loss. The general cosmetics misfortune are incorporated by 

three neighborhood histogram misfortunes followed up on lips, eye shadows 

and face locales. 

 

4 Simulation Results 
 

The proposed method produces a good PSNR value. SSIM, MSE and 

PSNR values are tabulated in table 1. The results obtained are more effective 

and are shown in figure 4. Output comparison is made between cycleGAN, 

BeautyGAN and the proposed method.   

 
Table 1 Output Comparison Table 

 
Parameters CycleGAN BeautyGAN Proposed 

PSNR 12.65 18.78 19.36 

MSE 0.853 0.457 0.392 

SSIM 0.56 0.78 0.95 
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Figure 4 Comparisons between the Methods 

 

Lip area and the eyes are computed separately. The transfers between the 

image of reference and the image of input are shown in Figure 5. The method 

suggested is contrasted to the two other approaches. It is proved that the 

proposed method is more efficient.  

 

5 Data Collection 
 

A lot of cosmetics styles have been gathered, including smoky-eyes 

cosmetics style, gaudy cosmetics style, Retro cosmetics style, Korean 

cosmetics style and Japanese cosmetics style, shifting from unpretentious to 

substantial. In particular, there are some bare cosmetics pictures, with respect 

to accommodation, have been arranged into non-cosmetics classification.  
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Figure 5 Eye, Lip Display of Proposed Method with Existing Methods 

 

The underlying information are slithered from sites. We physically expel 

low goals pictures under terrible brightening condition. And after that held 

pictures are utilized face arrangement with 68 tourist spots. We shift it to the 

equivalent space size 256 per 256 according to two region of our eyes. We 

have selected 100 non-cosmetical pictures and 250 cosmetics for testing from 

3,834 photos haphazardly. The other photos are separated for planning and 

approval.  

MT is the greatest cosmetics dataset contrasting with other discharged 

cosmetics datasets. Existing cosmetics datasets generally comprise of close 

to 1000 pictures. They ordinarily collect matches of pictures for one subject: 

before-cosmetics picture and after-cosmetics picture pair. In spite of the fact 

that a similar item is gotten in such pair pictures, they have contrasts on 

view: presents, articulations even enlightenment. These are for the most part 

related to the analysis of the effect of cosmetic products on popularity and 

can not be used to trade cosmetics. MT's set of data includes various types of 

cosmetics and more than 3000 topics. Table 1 indicates the point by point 

association between cosmetic data sets. Figure 6 indicates the instances of 

MT. 
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Figure 6 Eye Makeup and Lipsticks Transfer 

 

6 Conclusion  
 

This article proposes a double BeautyGAN info / yield swap, for instance 

for facial cosmetics. BeautyGAN will still recognize cosmetics and 

cosmetics that are aggressive in a single forward pass by means of one 

generator. We know that the histogram in pixel rates compels us to equate 

design of cosmetics. To order to preserve character, visual failure and 

process continuity have been used. Our approach will achieve substantial 

improvements in comparison to current methodologies through experimental 

performance. The proposed approach has five good properties: absolute, 

cosmetic-specific, localised, efficient results that look natural and 

controllable lightness of make-up. Comprehensive experiments have shown 

that our network works better than the most advanced. 
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